1. **Announcements**
2. Updates (candidates), current events, cultural reports, school news, questions...?
3. “Just the Facts” Stats exercise
4. Immigration
   a. Bilingualism
      i. Presentation from Dina
      ii. Rothstein
      iii. “English only” policies
   b. Presentations from Julia & Tom
   c. What’s the purpose of schooling in regard to Americanization?
      i. What does it mean to be an American?
      ii. What is it immigrants should assimilate to? (LC p. 18)
d. Honey Rock Case
5) Abilities/disabilities
   a) Secretary of Ed. Rod Paige’s comments
6) Saturday

Groups
(Alpha middle)
- Christopher, Fred, Josh, Jennifer
- Craig, Julia, Dina
- Michelle, Pam, Laura,
- Christine, Lora, Cynthia
- Mark, Tom, Karen